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In Loving Memory of



JEREMY PAUL VIEBROOKS 10.06.1978 - 05.21.2017



Et in misericordia genus humanum superavit In Compassion He Surpassed the Entire Human Race



s



Of All the Beating Hearts, His Was the Most Noble One This digital In Memoriam album celebrates the life of Jeremy Paul Viebrooks, 10.06.1978 - 05.21.2017, whose loving heart was bigger than the entire Universe and there was always a special place in it for those who needed help, comfort and a loving word. Jeremy’s friends know that he believed in the redeeming power of love and never gave up on those close to him who he fondly called “my gaming room.” He could never watch idly when someone was in pain, distress or simply in trouble. His heart always went out to those who suffered. I hope that this book will be a small contribution to honor his memory and reflect on his legacy, a token of appreciation for all the good things he has done while being a part of our lives.
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Vladimir Sedov, Jeremy’s loving husband



What Jeremy’s Love Means to Me “Those in true marriage love are not separated by the death of one because the spirit of the deceased dwells continually with the spirit of the one not yet deceased until the latter dies and they are reunited and love each other more tenderly than before because in the spiritual world.” Emmanuel Swedenborg, Married Love 321
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Announcnig the Birth of a New Angel to the World. How do I start celebrating the life of a person I lived with for 6 years when the tears still roll down my eyes every day? How do I tell the world what an amazing person it has lost when I am still working hard on trying to adjust to reality that doesn’t include waking up next to him in the morning? Where do I start when I can’t even go through his document file without breaking down? Perhaps a good way would be to take a look at his birth certificate. On 10/06/1978 John Fred Viebrooks and Diane Sue Viebrooks announced the birth of their son Jeremy Paul Viebrooks in Columbus, OH. God gave the world another angel destined for greatness.
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The Angel is Baptized Not much is known of Jeremy’s early years at all. As you can see he got baptized less than a year from his birth. Throughout his life Jeremy had a very difficult relationship with God and there were heavy moments and dark periods when he felt that God had totally forsaken him. It was heart wrenching. How can you convince someone that God has not forsaken him when everything this person experienced in life was a loss after a loss after a loss on top of a mental condition? And yet, Jeremy never stopped praying. Sometimes he simply said that doing good things for other people is his form of prayer. But there were other occasions too. Actually, more than one. At the time when it seemed that Jeremy’s very life and freedom were in peril, when all hope was gone and the end was imminent, God performed miracle after miracle to deliver Jeremy from his misfortunes.
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When Grandma Became Mom Jeremy never had a chance to meet his parents and experience their love and affection. His father, John Viebrooks, 25 died on 09/24/1980 when Jeremy was only 2. He was buried in Ohio next to Jeremy’s grandfather. His mother left the family when Jeremy was still too young to even recognize her face. In 2014, Jeremy visited his Dad’s grave. He wrote about it on his Facebook page: “Haven’t been here since 1980 when my grandfather was buried. My dad lays next to him. I’m the last of a dying breed and got enough complications i need their spirits to give me some guidance. So many bad choices from my past holding me back still. Can’t afford to make any more. Got to make my people proud.” After John Viebrooks’ death, Jeremy’s grandmother, Lola Viebrooks was appointed his guardian. She played a very important role in his life. He loved her with all his heart!
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School Years and Progress Reports



Jeremy’s school years were a succession of various boarding schools that didn’t make him a happy camper. The schools he mentioned were Hillside school for boys near Boston, MA and Hyde School in Bath, ME that forged his character and turned him into an amazing human being that he was. I don’t have any pictures from Hyde and only one picture from Hillside that you can see above, He looked at it and laughed and compared himself to Damian in the cult horror movie Omen.
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Lola Viebrooks, the Grandma



Jeremy called his grandma “My girl.” His love for her was infinite and he would do everything he could for her when we came to visit. He would write his phone number on her fridge and in a million other places and would be very upset when she wouldn’t call, forgetting that grandma’s short term memory was gone. Like no one else Jeremy understood the pain of someone who wasn’t able to take care of herself and would help her take a shower when grandma had to be moved to the assisted living facility. Every time he visited he tried to take her out and do things for her, buy her a small gift, show her a cool game on his computer or simply sit with her holding her hand. He tried not to show his emotions in front of her but always cried bitterly in the car when we left. You are with your grandma and your father now, angel. There is nothing but love between all of you.
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Angela Kennedy



Of all the people that played a role in Jeremy’s life Angela Kennedy stood apart. Maybe it was because you cherish memories of your first love throughout your entire life or maybe because it impacts you in a way that no other love does. Jeremy always talked very fondly of Angela and Angela reciprocated. He confessed to me once that Angela was a woman with the most beautiful shoulders and this is how their attraction started. They both cherished that memory and never failed to relive it each time they got together. After the school romance was over they remained in each other’s life. When the going got tough they were there for each other not out of duty but because of genuine love and affection they felt. When we visited Tampa and got together Jeremy’s face was lit with joy from seeing the woman who meant so much to him. They had a million things to discuss and so much to catch up and did it like kids interrupting each other, laughing and having the time of their lives.
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Jaime Perez



If Angela Kennedy was the first woman Jeremy loved, then Jaime Perez was definitely the first man. He loved Jaime without reservations and put his entire heart and soul into it. True love is so rare and beautiful that it never made me jealous. When it came to Jaime, no time was too late to call, no problem was too insignificant to ignore and no request was to small not to respond to. There was something between the two of them that made people nod their head in respect and appreciation. It truly was the highest form or charitable love, or what Greeks came to know as Agape. Jaime’s entire big Latino family embraced Jeremy at first sight. No celebration of which there are quite a number in Latino families could go without Jeremy being invited. I am infinitely grateful to Jeremy for introducing me to Jaime and letting me get a glimpse of their loving friendship.
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Craig Attebury



Craig Attebury was Jeremy’s Guardian Angel. Besides his invaluable friendship, employment, and various construction projects that allowed Jeremy to make money, Craig and Jeremy had a completely identical sense of humor. When they got together to watch a comedy show, they enjoyed a barely definable intimacy that I didn’t dare to disturb. Craig always had a special place in Jeremy’s heart. He would wake up in the morning and say “I need to go see my Craigles, he is lonely without me.” I never objected. It was sad to see Craig selling his house every inch of which reminds me of Jeremy and close down his business where Jeremy used to work. The big chapter in my life has closed and I couldn’t help but weep thinking about it. Craig, you will always have a home where I live because of how much you have done for Jeremy. God bless you!
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Cars



There was nothing that Jeremy didn’t know about cars. He could talk about them for hours and could fix them when they broke. Like a real down to earth man, Jeremy loved trucks. His Ford F150 Lightning was his baby and he spent hours souping it up. It had an advanced GPS system with high end speakers that were the talk of the town. Revving up the engine while listening to very loud hip-hop music on I-95 was something he could never resist. I recall that when he purchased the new air intake for his truck, it wasn’t the right size. He had a choice - either to return it to the vendor or have the hood modified. The body shop quoted him an outrageous price and Jeremy decided to do the entire work himself. He made cuts under the trunk where necessary and then added fiberglass. The end result was so stunning that I couldn’t even find any traces of his work. Watching Jeremy work was like watching poetry being created in your presence.
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Tools



Tools for Jeremy were not just his hobby. They were more like his world, his universe. Some people like cars, others like bikes, yet others like jewelry or fashion and spend a lot of money on it. Jeremy loved tools. Spending the entire day somewhere at Home Depot or Lowe’s checking out new tools, would inevitably bring out an inner child in him. He could talk about tools for hours explaining to me why they were absolutely necessary in the household. Once Jeremy said lovingly about them that a man needs tools to make money and earn his living. It drew some parallels to a certain carpenter who lived long ago in Nazareth. He also liked playing with tools and rumor has it that he excelled in it. for Jeremy, no work was too complex or too difficult if you had the right set of tools. He proved it time and again, especially when he decided to alter the hood of his truck to accommodate the new air intake all by himself instead of taking it to the body shop. 
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Dogs



Jeremy loved every dog in the world including stray dogs. But he had a special place in his heart for Craig Attebury’s beautiful white German Shepherd Colonel. That friendship with Colonel began when Jeremy was Craig’s roommate. He would take complete care of Colonel and the latter would reciprocate with love. Jeremy was the only person that Colonel would let into Craig’s bedroom and the only person he would allow to touch his food while eating. At some point, Craig even got jealous because Colonel would come to sleep with Jeremy at night instead of his master. When Jeremy moved in with me, he would frequently visit Craig and spend time playing with Colonel. After we moved to Lake Worth, Craig often had us come and stay with him for several days because he had a construction project for Jeremy. Those were Jeremy’s happy days. He has a chance not only to make some money but also be with Colonel again.
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Children



Jeremy was naturally good with little children. They were always happy to see him and wanted to play with him monopolizing his attention and time. He never got tired being around them.
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Gym Gym played a very important part in our life. Have you really seen a gay family that doesn’t have a gym membership? We knew that we have to go to the gym and at the same time no one wanted to. So we served as motivation and encouragement to each other. When at school, Jeremy was an outstanding athlete and a member on several teams, including wrestling and lacrosse. At the gym, he could mover serious weights and always made sure that he could lift more than I. It was touching and funny to watch him trying to outperform me. He had a great competitive spirit. But there were days when we were getting ready to go and work out and then on the spur of the moment, after looking into each other’s eyes decided to either go out or watch Netflix. We were very happy when we could intuitively feel that gym would not be a good solution that night and both decided to do something else instead.
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Gym
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Vaping After a couple decades of smoking, Jeremy discovered the joy of vaping and it very quickly became another one of his passions. At some point he accumulated a huge collection of e-cigarettes with fancy tanks and batteries and another collection of designer vapor flavors. Some of them smelled so delightful that one wanted to taste them. Jeremy was very happy that it was OK to vape in the house and even in bed. He would wake up in the middle of he night to take a coupe of hits and then go back to sleep. It gave Jeremy a sense of living in luxury and comfort. I don’t think there was a vape store in South Florida from North Miami to West Palm Beach and then around the Tampa area whose owner didn’t know and love Jeremy. He would spend at least half an hour talking to them and in the end, would always get a discount.
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Tattoos



Tattoos were another passion of Jeremy’s. One day he woke up and decided that he was not happy with the dragon tattoo on his back because his friend TJ Yarborough called it a palm tree. That really made Jeremy upset and we spent half of the day trying to find a decent tattoo guy in Wilton Manors. Finally we found one who said that it would only take him a couple of hours to have everything fixed. Five hours later I had to interrupt the whole process because my baby was getting very sore and upset. It took us a couple of sessions to have the dragon on Jeremy’s back fixed to his satisfaction. Poor thing had scabs and was sore for a week. He encouraged me to have one but I was scared to death.
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Nike LeBron Sneakers



There is nothing that an athletic guy likes more than a pair of comfortable sneakers, especially if they are from various Nike LeBron collections. Jeremy’s taste was almost impossible to change, he was such a creature of habit. He refused to wear anything except Nike, preferably Nike Lebron. In the beginning, it was exclusively series IX (bottom right photo) and then very slowly his heart warmed up to other series especially XII and XIII (photo above).
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Superheroes



Marvel and DC superheroes were in our daily life. Jeremy loved Batman and Ironman because they were not really superheroes but regular humans who used high tech gadgets. There wasn’t a Marvel /DC movie or TV show that we didn’t watch and then discussed until the wee hours in the morning. We also had a lot of superhero collectibles in the house including stuffed toys.
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Faimly Treaures We Have Grown



This page is dedicated to the things we liked and cherished. Jeremy loved his Raymond Weil watch that I gave him and wore it day and night. He also loved his John Hardy silver and black diamonds engagement ring. We both loved everything Romero Britto - from the mugs and tray that Jeremy game me to the big “Hug” painting above our bed. Jeremy was so happy to wake up and look at it every day. It always made him smile.
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Jeremy’s Work: Laying Tiles



No one could lay tile in South Florida better than Jeremy. Watching him work was like watching poetry being created in your presence. He was proud of his tools and every step of his work with its impeccable quality, and hoped to open his own tiling company one day. He was absolutely captivated when working shutting off the world completely and remembering about it only when he got hungry. Then, I would bring the meatball sandwich from Subway. He would meet me with the shining face proudly showing me his work.
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What a Goofball!



Jeremy had a great sense of humor and liked to make people around him smile whenever he could. He loved goofing around when we went out and didn’t mind acting silly in a public place such as a store or a restaurant. He could brighten up anyone’s day in a second.
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Traveling to Tampa



We loved traveling to Tampa at first opportunity. It gave Jeremy a chance to spend time with his beloved grandma and get together with his friends like Angela. One time we took Craig and after seeing grandma went to Bush Gardens. Jeremy was as happy as a child to spend half a day on roller coasters. I barely survived the experience but was happy to bring more joy to Jeremy’s life.
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A New Couple



Like every other gay couple, we met at the gym. I was looking at that incredibly handsome guy for about month but he didn’t seem to be interested at all. It took me a lot of courage to come up to him and ask him a very insignificant question. Much to my surprise, he turned out to be very friendly and even gave me his e-mail address. I don’t remember all ensuing details. I just remember that I asked him out and kissed him for the first time in the car parked outside the gym. I also remember that he came over a couple of times and then a week later I asked him to move in with me. And he did, making me the happiest man alive.
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Family Life
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More Family Life
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We Have Grown If you look at this set of pictures, you can see that we have grown, that our love is more mature, more enduring, and stronger after all the challenges we have faced together. It feels like we have become one, merged in our unity and love. These are the pictures of soul mates bound in love and friendship. I strongly believe that it will transcend the limitations of earthly life into eternity.
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Home



Jeremy was a home person and valued home life above all. Perhaps this is because he never really had a real home and I spared no efforts to create one for him. I remember that very often on a week end, instead of going out he would ask me to stay at home, watch Netflix and snuggle. He was really happy when he was at home and enjoyed it to the fullest. If watching Marvel superhero movies combined with in-bed wild cherry and chocolate chips frozen yougurt service, he was in paradise. The only thing that ever came close to it was Peter Pan honey roasted peanut butter.
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Last Work on the Vanilla Ice Project
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Several months before passing, the company that Jeremy worked for got involved in working on the Vanilla Ice Project, a TV Show on DIY network. Jeremy and Vanilla Ice and Doug Flutie quickly became friends. Jeremy’s team made significant progress under his leadership and Vanilla Ice was so impressed that he had offered Jeremy a permanent position of the site manager on his project. Jeremy was very proud of it and said that he was beginning to look into his future with a lot of confidence. Unfortunately, this great plan wasn’t meant to be and Jeremy was gone before accepting the offer. Vanilla Ice and the entire team were devastated by Jeremy’s death and sent a beautiful flower arrangement for the wake.



Jeremy’s Last Photos



s Looking at Jeremy’s completely happy face in these pictures it is really hard to imagine that he had only 2 days of his earthly journey left. Two more days!!! Just two!!! The “sharp knife of a short young life” mercilessly terminated Jeremy’s on May 21, 2017 at 4:30 pm...



Farewell, My Hero!



Jeremy was laid down to rest on 06.03.2017. I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to the team of Palm Beach Memorial Park for making all arrangements; my landlords Luisa and Brad for being with me through the entire process and canceling my next month’s rent; and all of Jeremy’s friends and coworkers who showed up and shared their memories of Jeremy. Farewell, my Hero, and rest easy! We will meet again and never part!
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Favorite Song Played at the Wake IF I DIE YOUNG by the Band Perry If I die young bury me in satin Lay me down on a bed of roses Sink me in the river at dawn Send me away with the words of a love song Lord make me a rainbow, I’ll shine down on my mother She’ll know I’m safe with you when She stands under my colours, oh and Life ain’t always what you think it oughta be, no Ain’t even grey, but she buries her baby The sharp knife of a short life, Well, I’ve had just enough time And I’ll be wearing white when I come into your kingdom I’m as green as the ring on my little cold finger I’ve never known the lovin’ of a man But it sure felt nice when he was holding my hand There’s a boy here in town says he’ll love me forever Who would have thought forever could be severed by The sharp knife of a short life, Well, I’ve had just enough time So put on your best boys and I’ll wear my pearls What I never did is done A penny for my thoughts, oh no I’ll sell them for a dollar They’re worth so much more after I’m a goner And maybe then you’ll hear the words I been singin’ Funny when you’re dead how people start listenin’ The ballad of a dove Go with peace and love Gather up your tears, keep ‘em in your pocket Save ‘em for a time when your really gonna need ‘em oh
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Click here to watch it on YouTube



Jeremy’s Favorite Happy Song CUPS by Anna Kendrick I got my ticket for the long way ‘round Two bottle ‘a whiskey for the way And I sure would like some sweet company And I’m leaving tomorrow, wha-do-ya say? When I’m gone When I’m gone You’re gonna miss me when I’m gone You’re gonna miss me by my hair You’re gonna miss me everywhere, oh You’re gonna miss me when I’m gone I’ve got my ticket for the long way ‘round The one with the prettiest of views It’s got mountains, it’s got rivers, it’s got sights to give you shivers But it sure would be prettier with you When I’m gone When I’m gone You’re gonna miss me when I’m gone You’re gonna miss me by my walk You’re gonna miss me by my talk, oh You’re gonna miss me when I’m gone Click here to watch it on Youtube
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Honoring Jeremy’s Memory On July 19, 2017 I have donated several thousand dollars worth of tile tools to Jeff Industries, Inc., a local South Florida company that has been providing void filling services to persons with schizophrenic, bipolar and other emotional and mental disorders to live better, learn employment skills and work to become sustainable members of the community. Jeff Industries, Inc is a multi-faceted, vocational training and employment oriented therapeutic rehabilitation center. I am very proud to tell everyone who loved and cared for Jeremy that Jeff Industries, Inc will launch JEREMY PAUL VIEBROOKS TILE TRAINING PROGRAM. I think it is a great way to keep Jeremy’s memory alive for a long time to come.
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First Jeremy’s Birthday Without Him
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Jeremy never liked to celebrate his birthdays. Since he was a creature of habit, the only 2 places he would love to go to for his birthday would be either Chili’s - because he believed that no one made ribs better, or Cheesecake Factory for their special white beans chili to be accompanied by two cosmos. This is Jeremy’s first birthday without him. I brought him a card with a Superman logo and the caption that says “My Hero”, pink roses (he loved everything pink), a cupcake with a birthday candle and a superhero balloon. Happy Birthday and rest easy, sunshine! My heart and soul are still yours and will remain that way.



Jeremy’s Memorial in Our House



This is Jeremy’s memorial in our house. You can see our very recent picture taken at IHOP (we loved pigging out there on week ends), the heart shaped pewter with his ashes and three crystal figurines: a rose as a symbol of my love for him, an angel which is what I always considered Jeremy to be and a dog with a bone, since he loved dogs so much and it was very mutual. I miss you every minute of every day! You showed me what real love is and that real love never gives up no matter what! Ever! I will never let you go when I meet you there.
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Jeremy’s Legacy Jeremy’s life was a bright light shining in the darkness. His heart went to the underdogs of this world. He was quick to help, never late to provide peace, love, and comfort; always gave shelter to those who didn’t have roof over their heads, donated food, clothes, his numerous gadgets and electronics to those who didn’t have it. He taught me the redeeming value of love and compassion, and believed that love will not only cover over a multitude of sins but perform a multitude of miracles, as well. He taught me not to give up on love under any circumstances or on those in my “gaming room” ever. He said that only truth, no matter how ugly and uncomfortable it may be, will help us make the right choices. It is my goal now to be the love and compassion that he was to his friends and to everyone that I meet on my life’s journey. I will aspire to bring them peace and comfort until I join Jeremy in heaven. Rest easy, my hero, and thank you for walking with me hand in hand for the final part of your journey on Earth. We will resume our walk when we are together again.
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A Word to Jeremy’s Friends This In Memoriam album is in ongling project. I would like to extend the invitation to all of Jeremy’s friends to participate in it, and send their pictures, stories and anecdotes related to Jeremy’s life to vladsedov@ comcast.net. It will take me only a couple of minutes to add another page and send it back to you or post a link to it on Jeremy’s Facebook page. We are not constrained by space considerations and can incorporate content from everyone. Together we will continue honoring Jeremy’s memory and celebrate his life that has made a tremendous impact on so many people.
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Et in misericordia genus humanum superavit
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